
 

 

USER WHO WANTS TO SUMMARISE AND UPLOAD RELATED FAQ’s

1.Who is a User? 

ANS: A user can be either or both of the following: 

1.An individual who wants to upload summarised information under any of the 7 categories 

or all provided in Scroobbles. 

2.An individual who wants to access the summarised information but does not want to 

upload. 

2.How to login or sign up as a user? 

ANS: Follow the following steps: 

1. click on sign in button on the top left corner of home page, similarly for app. 

 

       2.Click on Sign up if you are first time User and fill in details of the sign up page or if you 

are already signed in- give your email and password. 

             

3.This is how to finish signing in or signing up. 

 

4.You will get directed to your dashboard/profile. Click on Published summaries to publish 

your summary to be visible to the public. In app click on profile appearing in circle to see the 

drop down options and select published summary. 



 

 

 

3.How to upload Summaries? 

ANS: Once you get access to your user dashboard follow the following steps: 

1.Once you sign in you will get access to your dashboard. 

2.You will get directed to your dashboard. Click on Published summaries to publish your 

summary to be visible to the public. 

 

3.Click on add summary. In app click on profile in circle to view drop down option and click 

on publish summary and follow similar steps. 

 

 

4.Your category summary forms for different categories will open. Click on any one category 

to open the respective form, similarly for app. 



 

 

 

5. For example, you want to create summary for books- click on it to open the book form 

and fill in the details.  

 



 

 

 

 

6. You can either publish the summary for public viewing or save it as your draft for your 

own reference and editing which will not be visible to the public and it will be saved under 

draft summaries. 

 

7.Similarly you can open other forms and fill in the details. 

8.This is how you publish the summaries. 

4. What are the options or formats through which I can publish the summaries? 

ANS: You have the following option: 



 

 

1. YouTube video – you can just copy paste your YouTube video url in the space 

provided in the forms mentioned in FAQ 3. 

2. Upload video- you can directly upload a summarised video in the space provided in 

the form mentioned in FAQ3. 

3. Images- You can upload summarised images in the space provided in the form 

mentioned in FAQ3. 

4. Written- You can write overall summary or chapter/topic wise summary in the space 

provided under Complete Summary. 

5. Audio- For audio you can use the YouTube video or upload video with only audio 

playing in background. Example: something similar to lyrical video. 

5.For written summary should I only use the html tool kit provided under Complete 

Summary in the form? 

ANS: No, you can use other editing or writing tool or multilingual (for other languages) 

kits or software like MS office/word, Email and many more and copy paste the same in 

the space provided under Complete Summary. 

6. How to save drafts of my work for my own reference or for further 

editing/completion (not to be visible to public)? 

ANS: Follow the following steps: 

1. Once you sign in you will get access to your dashboard, click on profile in circle in case of 

app to view drop down option and select draft summaries. 

2.You will get directed to your dashboard. Click on Draft summaries, these summaries will 

not be visible to the public. 

 

3.Follow the same steps as explained in FAQ3. 

7.Can I create summaries in any language? 



 

 

    ANS: Yes, you can create summaries in any language in the form of video, images and 

writing.  

Please note for written: our Html tool kit supports only English so we would advise you to 

use other editing tool kits which supports the language in which you want to write the 

summary and copy paste the same in the space provided under complete summary, 

footnote and title. Other fields support only English. 

8.Can I upload multiple videos, images and written content for the same topic/title? 

ANS: For one particular topic/title: 

1. YouTube video- You can upload only One YouTube url in one summary form.  

So if you have second YouTube videos for the same or one topic/ title.  

We suggest to again fill a second summary form with the same details provided in 

the first form for the same summary except: 

1. In title/topic space- mention the title name and mention the part number like 

(part 2) 

2. In YouTube link space- put the second YouTube Url. 

 

In case of 3rd or multiple again keep filling in the respective summary form, 

follow similar steps as instructed above.  

     2.Upload Video- You can upload only One Video url in one summary form. For multiple                 

videos it is same as YouTube explained above. 

     3.Images- You can upload multiple images in one summary form for the same topic. 

      4.Wriiten Content- You can write chapter wise for same topic/title. Just mention  

       Chapter 1, 2 or so on in the same form or same editing or word document and copy 

paste in the form in the space provided under Complete Summary.  

9.Can I upload exact contents from the original source? 

ANS: We do not encourage any form of plagiarism or piracy. Strict actions will be taken 

against violators and their account will be terminated. Use your own creativity do not cut 

copy paste from original source and claim it as your own.  

Give due credits to original source from which you drew inspiration and presented the 

summary in your own style and creativity. 

10.Is there any restriction or guidelines to be followed while summarising? 

ANS: There is no restriction but we do not encourage: 



 

 

1. We do not encourage any form of plagiarism or piracy. Strict actions will be taken against 

violators and their account will be terminated. Use your own creativity do not cut copy 

paste from original source and claim it as your own.  

Give due credits to original source from which you drew inspiration and presented the 

summary in your own style and creativity. 

2. Do not upload:  

1. Age restricted videos/images/writings 

2. Videos with adult contents/images 

3. Anti-social videos/images/writings. 

4. Videos/Image/writings that hurt the religious sentiments or beliefs. 

5. Videos/Image/writings that promote or shows violence. 

6. Videos/Images/writings that promote any illegal or prohibited activities or contents 

as per governing rules, regulations and law time being in force. 

11.Can I edit already published summaries? 

 ANS: In your dashboard under published summaries your works will be visible to you. On 

each of the published works you will find an edit symbol, you can edit as and when you like. 

12.How can I Keep track of total summaries, total likes? 

ANS: You can view all the details in your dashboard and also views and likes will appear 

beside your works. 

 

13.Will the comments/ reply given by other users will be visible to public? 

ANS: No. We do not want to encourage any negativity or troll like activities so we have 

made the comments private. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


